Zebrafish larvae display rich locomotor behaviour upon external stimulation. The movement can be simultaneously tracked from many larvae arranged in multi-well plates. The resulting time-series locomotor data have been used to reveal new insights into neurobiology and pharmacology. However, the data are of large scale, and the corresponding locomotor behavior is affected by multiple factors. These issues pose a statistical challenge for comparing larval activities. To address this gap, this study has analyzed a visually-driven locomotor behaviour named the visual motor response (VMR) by the Hotelling's T-squared test. This test is congruent with comparing locomotor profiles from a time period. Different wildtype (WT) strains were compared using the test, which shows that they responded differently to light change at different developmental stages. The performance of this test was evaluated by a power analysis, which shows that the test was sensitive for detecting differences between experimental groups with sample numbers that were commonly used in various studies. In addition, this study investigated the effects of various factors that might affect the VMR by multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). The results indicate that the larval activity was generally affected by stage, light stimulus, their interaction, and location in the plate. Nonetheless, different factors affected larval activity differently over time, as indicated by a dynamical analysis of the activity at each second. Intriguingly, this analysis also shows that biological and technical repeats had negligible effect on larval activity. This finding is consistent with that from the Hotelling's T-squared test, and suggests that experimental repeats can be combined to enhance statistical power. Together, these investigations have established a statistical framework for analyzing VMR data, a framework that should be generally applicable to other locomotor data with similar structure.
Introduction
Zebrafish have revolutionized high-throughput neurobehaviour research. One key reason is that zebrafish routinely produce a large number of embryos [1] . These embryos are small and can be arrayed in multi-well culture plates. This systematic arrangement makes it simple to simultaneously measure locomotor behaviour of many embryos under external simulation. Indeed, the resulting data have provided new insights into neurobiology [2] [3] [4] [5] , pharmacology [4, 6] and toxicology [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Nonetheless, the complexity of these locomotor data has created new challenges in data analysis, which have not been thoroughly explored. This has potentially limited what can be learned from the high-throughput neurobehaviour studies.
The analytical challenges of these studies originate from the experimental setup, data collection and data structure. To illustrate these challenges, we will describe a popular high-throughput analysis of larval fish behaviour: the visual motor response (VMR). This response is a locomotor behaviour stimulated by drastic light onset or offset [5, [12] [13] [14] . In a typical VMR experiment, zebrafish larvae are arranged in a 96-well plate, isolated from environmental light in a lightproof chamber, and stimulated by controlled white light. Using this setup, the movement of multiple larvae can be simultaneously measured. For example, these larvae are detected as pixels in the video. When the detected pixels exceed a pre-defined threshold in successive frames of the video, the larvae are deemed moving [4, 5, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Another approach to detect larval movement is to track the larval displacement between successive frames [8] [9] [10] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In some studies, the displacement will also be transformed into velocity. All these activity measures are quantified over a period of time to generate time-series activity data for downstream analysis.
The first step of analysis is to visualize the collected data in a plot. Typically, the activity values are averaged across the same type of sample, and plotted against time to illustrate the general behavioral profile of the animals [5, 14] . In this case, the resulting locomotor activity is often reported as activity value per unit time. Alternatively, the larval activity can be visualized by a heatmap [21] , or by mapping the results back to individual wells of the multi-well plate [22] . These data plots can qualitatively compare activity between different types of sample [5, 12, 14, 15] . For quantitative comparison, the locomotor data are often analyzed by standard statistical tests including t-test and analysis of variance (ANOVA) [8, 10, 11, 16, 18] . The dynamical change of behaviour has also been analyzed with repeated-measures ANOVA [9, 17] .
However, these statistical tests may not be the most suitable for analyzing VMR data. For example, t-test can only deal with one factor with two levels at a time. Its overall Type I error rate will increase with the number of simultaneous tests on multiple factors with multiple levels. Moreover, t-test does not take into account of time dependence, a situation in which the data obtained from samples repeatedly measured at different times are correlated in time. This time dependence feature is inherent in behavioural data, and is better handled by repeatedmeasures ANOVA. This test is primarily used when subjects are repeatedly measured or experimented under different conditions, and it extracts between-subjects variations from the error variance. However, repeated-measures ANOVA requires data variance satisfying sphericity assumption, an assumption that stipulates the variances of the differences between all possible pairs of groups are equal. This assumption is hardly satisfied in behavioural studies because of drastically different variances under distinct conditions. To handle the lack of appropriate statistical tests, several studies have transformed the activity values into a format that is amenable to simple parametric analysis. For example, they can be transformed into total displacement, mean velocity, or swimming time of each larva. These transformed values can then be used in standard parametric analyses [8, 9, 16, 17] . This approach is useful for detecting differences in the transformed activity values in a specific time period. Using this approach, Lange and colleagues found that different WT strains swam different distances, in different speed, and for different time in an hour [16] . Nonetheless, data transformation unavoidably discards information from the original data, and may result in a loss in sensitivity for statistical analysis. In addition to this limitation, there are also inherent experimental and biological variations of the VMR setup that have not been formally studied. These include variation between biological replicates, and variation among wells in the assay due to the potential unevenness of light illumination. These statistical issues are limiting the utility of VMR in various behavioral investigations.
To address these statistical challenges, we have established a coherent statistical analysis framework for VMR data analysis. The framework was developed using a dataset collected from three wild-type (WT) zebrafish strains: AB, TL and TLAB, from 3 to 9 days postfertilization (dpf). To compare activities between different conditions, we applied the Hotelling's Tsquared test. This test is the generalization of the conventional t-test, which tends to result in an inflated error rate due to multiple testing on data like the situations outlined in this study. In contrast, Hotelling's T-squared test gives an overall test and reduces the corresponding error rate. As a result, it performs better than the t-test. This study illustrates the utility of the Hotelling's T-squared test by comparing the VMR data in several commonly-used scenarios, and by conducting a power analysis that indicates the number of samples required is compatible with existing study designs. Furthermore, factors that might affect larval activity were evaluated by multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) models. MANOVA does not require the input data to satisfy sphericity assumption, and is more suitable for VMR dataset than repeated-measures ANOVA. Together, this study has established an analysis framework using VMR data that share similar data structure with other locomotor data. Thus, this analysis framework should be generally applicable to similar locomotor data collected in various neurobehaviour studies.
Materials and Methods

Experimental Design and Data Collection
2.1.1. Zebrafish maintenance, breeding and embryo collection. In this study, the following WT zebrafish strains were used: AB, TL and TLAB (AB/TL; A hybrid of AB and TL) <http://zfin.org/action/feature/wildtype-list?MIval = aa-wtlist.apg>. They were maintained and bred in groups of two females and two to four males according to standard procedures [23] . The collected embryos were maintained in E3 medium at 28°C in an incubator with the same light-dark cycle as in the fish facility. The medium was changed every day and unhealthy embryos were discarded. At 3 dpf, healthy embryos were further selected based on the following criteria: no visible physical defects such as bent spines, bloated bodies or other deformities. These healthy embryos were transferred to a 96-well plate for use in the subsequent behavioural assay. All these protocols were approved by the Purdue Animal Care and Use Committee.
2.1.2. The visual motor response (VMR) Assay. The VMR assay was implemented based on the design by Emran and colleagues [5, 12] as described below. The assay was conducted inside the ZebraBox system (ViewPoint Life Sciences, Lyon, France). In the system, the 96-well plate with the animals was isolated from environmental light, and stimulated by white light emitted by a light-controlling unit from the bottom of the plate. The animal movement was recorded by an infra-red camera at a rate of 30 frames per second under infra-red light illumination at 850 nm, which the animals could not perceive. Before the actual experiment, the 96-well plate with the animals was placed in the ZebraBox system for 3.5 hours of dark adaption to acclimatize the animals. The data collection was started at 0.5 hours before the first light onset. The actual test consisted of three consecutive trials of light onset (Light-On) and light offset (Light-Off) periods with each period lasted for 30 minutes (Fig 1) . The light change (On or Off) was abrupt and was not fading. The Light-On stimulus was set at 100% of the output intensity, which was measured by a LX1010B light meter (Mastech, Taipei, Taiwan). The measurements were taken at nine evenly distributed locations across the surface of the light-controlling unit that would be covered by the 96-well plate. The mean illuminance of these nine locations was 1390.94 Lux and the standard deviation of the measurement was 155.05 Lux. Using this experimental scheme, the VMR was measured from the three WT strains. For each strain, two biological repeats were conducted. Each repeat was started with 96 embryos in the 96-well plate at 3 dpf. The VMR of the same animals in each biological repeat was measured from 3 to 9 dpf. In each day, the assay was started at around the same time at 2 p.m. The health of the animals was also inspected every day. During the inspection, half of the E3 medium was changed. Embryos or larvae that showed any signs of abnormality during the course of behavioural experiment were excluded from the final data analysis. The remaining healthy embryos were not fed during the experimental period to avoid any confounding errors introduced by feeding. All data are available at the Harvard Dataverse (http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/ HTXXKW).
Statistical Analysis
2.2.1. Activity summarization. To detect movement from the video data, the ZebraBox machine used the following method: First, each embryo was first detected in each frame by registering pixels with a grey level below a preset level. This level was defined as the detection sensitivity and was set at 6 in this study. If the registered pixels were different in successive frames, they were declared as active pixels. These active pixels represented the part of the animal that moved in successive frames. Small movements could be separated from major moving episodes by setting a burst threshold to select movements that were larger than a predefined number of active pixels between successive frames. This burst-threshold filter was not used in this study because we recently showed that small movements could provide useful information for better identification of animals with different genotype [13] . Then, the larval movement was summarized as the fraction of frames in each second with active pixels/movement, a parameter that was defined as the Burst Duration. The data in each second summarized the activities from the second before to that particular second. For example, data collected in second 1 summarized all activities between second 0 (when light change occurred) and second 1. Finally, the Burst Duration was computed for each animal at every second of the assay to measure the activity level of the animal.
2.2.2. Data modeling and statistical inference. Upon abrupt light change, the activity level of the animals can reveal underlying visual problem and can potentially be used to identify new drugs [5, [13] [14] [15] . These properties are of high interest to our research; thus, we extracted the activity data from 30 seconds before light change (Fig 1, red boxes) to 30 seconds after light change (Fig 1, blue boxes) to conduct statistical analysis. During this transitional period, the larval activity was influenced by many factors, which were incorporated in our models. These factors will be defined and grouped by their nature in section 2.2.2.1. Then, the effect of these factors on larval activity will be studied by the Hotelling's T-squared test and MANOVA model in sections 2. b. Light Stimulus. This factor separates the change in activity caused by the Light-On sessions (Fig 1, yellow boxes) and Light-Off sessions (Fig 1, green boxes VMR experimental scheme. The experimental scheme for the VMR assay was adopted from Emran and colleague (2008) . In the scheme, the larvae arrayed in the 96-well plate were first dark adapted for 3.5 hrs (long black bar on the left). Then, they were subjected to three consecutive trials of light onset (Light-On; grey bars) and light offset (Light-Off; short black bars). Each Light-On or Light-Off session lasted for 30 mins. In this study, we extracted the data from 30 s before light change (red bars; not to scale) to 30 s after light change (blue bars; not to scale) for statistical analyses. In some cases, the analyses separately handled the extracted data around the Light-On stimulus (yellow boxes) and Light-Off stimulus (green boxes). Furthermore, in our MANOVA models, the effect of three consecutive trials was explicitly evaluated (purple boxes in different colour values), regardless of the nature of light change. account of the correlation between measured traits. In univariate statistics, the t-statistic is usually defined as the difference between sample mean x and population mean μ,
when the sample comes from a normal distribution N(μ, σ 2 ), and n is the sample size, s is sample variance. The multivariate analog of the squared t in univariate case is given by Given the difference δ = μ (1) − μ (2) and the significance level α, we may choose n 1 and n 2 so that τ 2 is sufficiently large to be able to reject the null hypothesis. Given the power under a certain significance level, we can also calculate the noncentrality parameter τ 2 , which indicates the amount of difference that a test could detect. Using this framework, a simulation study was conducted to study the relationship between statistical power, sample size, and activity profile difference that the Hotelling's T-squared test could detect. In the simulation, μ (1) and μ (2) were generated from two different uniform distributions, and the population variance-covariance matrix was estimated by sample variance-covariance matrix calculated from the data. Then, the power of the test was calculated across different sample sizes ranged from 16 to 100 each group given that α = 0.05. The simulation results were plotted in power curves to visualize the relationship between the power of Hotelling's T-squared test and the sample size of each group. Furthermore, we conducted a power analysis using the activity values of two WT stains: AB and TLAB at 6 dpf to illustrate the performance of the test on real data. 2.2.2.3. MANOVA model: Different factors might contribute differently to the final activity of the zebrafish larvae. Therefore, we developed a multi-factor MANOVA model to compare the effects of those factors under different conditions. MANOVA is the multivariate analogue of conventional ANOVA, and has been widely used to compare multivariate response of multiple groups. In MANOVA, we calculated the hypothesis sum of squares and cross product (SSCP), and the error SSCP. The two SSCP terms are similar to the sum of squares in conventional ANOVA. When testing significance using F-test, we used Pillai-Bartlett Trace based on the SSCP [25] . Pillai-Bartlett Trace is similar to the sum of variance that is explained by the factors in model. It was used to indicate the effect size of each factor in the MANOVA model.
To study the dynamic effect of each factor over time, we also performed univariate ANOVA for each second, using the dependent variables in the MANOVA model. The association between main effects and dependent variable was measured by the effect size η 2 , which is the proportion of variance in the dependent variable that is attributed to each effect. It is defined as
where SS represents the sums of squares, SS effect is the sums of squares for effect, and SS total is the total sums of squares.
Results
We measured the VMR of the larvae obtained from three WT strains: AB, TL, and TLAB. These larvae showed distinct behaviors, as indicated by the mean larval activity of each strain during light onset (Light-On) and light offset (Light-Off). An example of this difference at 6 dpf is shown in Fig 2. 
Hotelling's T-squared test
The plots in Fig 2 qualitatively show the difference between the activity of different strains, and between the activity before and after light change. However, these plots do not provide a quantitative measurement of the observed differences. To this end, a two-sample Hotelling's Tsquared test was used for pairwise comparison of selected conditions. This approach is illustrated by the following four examples: 3.1.1. Example 1: Difference between strains during the same time interval. To determine the VMR difference between WT strains as shown in Fig 2, a pairwise Hotelling's Tsquared test was performed on the WT activity data across different strains during these two time periods: -29-0 s (i.e., before light change) and 1-30 s (i.e., after light change) ( Table 1A) Table 1A ), the activity of every strain was different from the others (p-values of all pairwise comparison were < 0.0001). This observation is also supported by the difference of the mean activity traces after reaching their peak value (Fig 2, left panel) . For the 30-s period before the Light-Off stimulus (-29-0 s; Table 1A ), there was no statistical difference in the activity between AB & TL (p = 0.2048), while there was a difference in the activity between TL & TLAB (p < 0.0001), and AB & TLAB (p = 0.0030). These are corroborated by the corresponding activity plots (Fig 2, right panel) , in which the activity of TLAB before light change is noticeably lower than that of AB and TL, while the activity traces of the latter two WT strains highly overlap with each other. For the 30-s period after the Light-Off stimulus (1-30 s; Table 1A ), there was a statistical difference in the activity in all three pairwise comparisons of the WT strains (p < 0.0001). As evidenced by the activity plots in Fig 2, TLAB is obviously different from the other two strains because it has a lower sustained activity from 4 to 30 s. While this period of sustained activity is similar between AB and TL, AB has a higher peak activity right after the stimulus change. Thus, the Hotelling's T-squared test effectively detects activity differences between different strains. Even for a short time interval in 30 s, the larval activity can be driven by different neural circuitries. This requires a versatile statistical test that can readily analyze different periods of time. For example, in the first two seconds after light offset, zebrafish larvae display a unique movement termed O-bend, in which the larvae twisted the body to form a circular shape [26] . This O-bend is abolished after eye enucleation, suggesting that this locomotor response is initiated by retina [19] . Unlike this early response, the later sustained response is likely contributed by activity from both retina and extra-ocular photoreceptors [5, 19] . Hence, it would be informative to analyze these time frames for the Light-Off stimulus separately. To this end, the Light-Off data were further segregated into 1-2 s and 3-30 s for Hotelling's T-squared test (Table 1B) . The results revealed unique activity differences between different strains during different time periods: during the early 1-2 s, AB's activity significantly differs from TL and TLAB, while the activity of these latter two strains was similar; whereas during the latter 3-30 s, TLAB's activity became significantly different from AB and TL, while the activity between the latter two strains was not different from each other. These observations suggest that the O-bend circuitry in AB was slightly different from the other two strains, and that the TLAB might carry unique variation in the locomotor circuitry that gave rise to a different sustained response.
3.1.2. Difference between the same strains across two different time intervals. In addition to comparing two conditions at the same time period, the Hotelling's T-squared test can also be used to compare two different time periods of the same condition. The utility of this idea is illustrated by the remaining three examples.
3.1.2.1. Example 2: The effect of light onset and offset on larval activity: The activity of the WT larvae was substantially changed by the Light-On and Light-Off stimuli (Fig 2) . This can be quantitatively evaluated by the Hotelling's T-squared test (Table 2A) . Specifically, we compared the 30-s activity period before light change with the period after light change. The results reveal that the behavior in each WT strain was significantly different after the Light-On or Light-Off stimulus (p < 0.0001 for all strains). Again, this confirms that each strain displayed a drastic movement in response to the light change (Fig 2) .
3.1.2.2. Example 3: Will zebrafish larvae adapt to the light stimulus in multiple technical repeats?: Emran and colleagues established the VMR scheme with three sequential technical repeats of the Light-On and Light-Off trials (12) (Fig 1) . While the resulting averaged activities from these technical repeats reveal visual defects of mutants (5, 14) , it is not clear if the larvae would respond identically in each technical repeat. In other words, they may adapt to the light stimuli and display a diminished response upon repeated trials. To investigate this possibility, we analyzed the individual technical repeat of the Light-On VMR (Fig 3, top row) and LightOff VMR (Fig 3, bottom row) of each strain at 6 dpf, when all strains showed a robust response. Specifically, we compared the 30-s activity periods before and after light change across the three technical replicates (Tables 3 and 4) . The VMR of 6-dpf WT strains across three sequential technical repeats. The VMR of three WT strains: AB (left), TL (middle) and TLAB (right) was measured as described in the methods. The activity was defined as the fraction of frames in each second that a larva in the video was detected moving (see methods for the detailed definition). There were three sequential technical repeats in the VMR run. For each strain, the activities in each technical repeat were averaged and shown in different colours (repeat 1 = red; repeat 2 = green; repeat 3 = blue). The Light-On and Light-Off results are separately plotted on the top and bottom rows respectively. These plots show the mean activity from 30 s before the light change to 30 s after the light change. The corresponding error in 1 S.D. is shown by the colour ribbon surrounding the mean activity trace. The light and dark periods are indicated by white and black bars at the top of the figures. The sample size was 191 for AB, 176 for TL, and 185 for TLAB respectively. These values are the total observation from the two biological repeats. (Table 1D ). The same situation was observed in the comparisons of the same strain before and after light change (Table 2B and 2C). For the Light-Off VMR, there was no significant difference in activity between the technical repeats of all strains after light offset ( The VMR data were collected from three WT strains each day from 3 to 9 dpf. During this period, the larvae underwent substantial physical development, including locomotor circuit and visual system. This might affect the larval VMR. To determine this difference, we compared the activity of AB and TLAB strains between 3, 6 and 9 dpf (Fig 4) . Again, we specifically analyzed the 30-s activity period before and after light change. The results of the Light-On VMR are shown in Table 5A and the top figures of Fig 4. In AB, the activity of each stage was significantly different from the other stages after light change (p < 0.0001). Before light change, the activity of larvae at 6 and 9 dpf was more similar than that between the other stages, but still significantly different (p < 0.05). In TLAB, the activity was significantly different between all stages both before and after light change (p < 0.0001). Furthermore, we separately analyzed the 1 st technical repeat and the other two repeats for the Light-On VMR (Table 5B and 5C), as we showed the 1 st technical repeat was different from the others (Table 4) . In these analyses, all conclusions remained the same, except for the activity of AB at 6 and 9 dpf before light change in the 2 nd and 3 rd technical repeats. Thus, Light-On stimulus consistently and uniquely induce different locomotor behaviours in different strains at different stages. The corresponding comparisons of the Light-Off VMR are shown in Table 6 and the bottom figures of Fig 4. Here we see that activity of AB before and after the light change was significantly different across different stages (p < 0.0001). The behaviour of TLAB at different stages was significantly different after light change (p < 0.0001). However, before light change, there was a difference in activity between 3 dpf and the other two stages (p < 0.0001), but not between 6 and 9 dpf (p > 0.05). The VMR of AB and TLAB at 3, 6 and 9 dpf. The VMR of AB (left) and TLAB (right) was measured as described in the methods. The activity was defined as the fraction of frames in each second that a larva in the video was detected moving (see methods for the detailed definition). Then, the activities were averaged across all trials under the same light stimulus. The results for Light-On and Light-Off VMR are plotted at the top and bottom row respectively. These figures show the mean activity of 3 dpf (red trace), 6 dpf (green trace) and 9 dpf (blue trace) from 30 s before the light change to 30 s after the light change. The corresponding error in 1 S.D. is shown by the colour ribbon surrounding the mean activity trace. The light and dark periods are indicated by white and black bars at the top of the figures. The sample size was 576 for AB, 576 for TL, and 564 for TLAB respectively at 3 dpf; 573 for AB, 528 for TL, and 555 for TLAB respectively for 6 dpf; and 558 for AB, 519 for TL, and 552 for TLAB respectively for 9 dpf. These values are the total observation from the two biological repeats and three technical repeats.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139521.g004
3.1.3. Power analysis. To illustrate the performance of Hotelling's T-squared test, we performed a simple simulation to determine difference between activity profiles. In the simulation, the null hypothesis was H 0 :μ (1) = μ (2) , where μ (1) and μ (2) were two vectors of activity profile with length t (t is the length of time interval, which is chosen as 30 s in the simulation). Each element in the vectors corresponds to the mean activity at a specific time point along the time interval. Four vectors of length 30 were generated in uniform distribution U(a, b) with a and b as the minimum and maximum values respectively (Fig 5, top row, left panel) . Different values were chosen for a and b to simulate the following three scenarios for the power analysis of the Hotelling's T-squared test (Fig 5, top row, right panel):
• Scenario 1: A very small difference between two vectors without any overlap. In this simulation, μ 1~U (0.1, 0.1250); μ 2~U (0.1251, 0.15). These vectors slightly differed from each other and did not overlap. A statistical power of 0.8 could be attained with less than 40 samples.
• Scenario 2: A very small difference between two vectors with overlap. In this simulation, μ 3 U(0.2, 0.225); μ 4~U (0.2125, 0.2375). These vectors had a smaller difference between each other than that between μ 1 and μ 2 . Unlike μ 1 and μ 2 , μ 3 and μ 4 slightly overlapped with each other. A statistical power of 0.8 could be attained with less than 50 samples.
• Scenario 3: A large difference between two vectors without any overlap. The same μ 1 and μ 3 vectors were used in this simulation. They substantially differed from each other and did not overlap. A statistical power of 0.8 could be attained with just 18 samples. . In these four comparisons, the y-axis shows the statistical power, while the x-axis shows the sample size in each group. This sample size can be further reduced in real experiments because they often have multiple biological and technical repeats,
• Scenario 4: A very small difference between two vectors from real data. The activity values of AB and TLAB at 6 dpf (Fig 2) were used in this power analysis. The analysis separately evaluated the statistical power needed to declare a difference between AB and TLAB under the Light-On stimulus (Fig 5, middle In our experiments, the dataset was obtained from 2 biological repeats and 3 technical repeats. As discussed in section 3.1.2.2 and section 3.2, these repeats could potentially be combined to increase statistical power. In other words, the number of actual samples could be reduced by replicating the experiments. For instance, in the aforementioned power analysis of AB and TLAB at 6 dpf, the actual number of animals would become 23 (138/6) and 46 (276/6) for Light-On stimulus, and approximately 24 (141/6) and 17 (100/6) for Light-Off stimulus. It should be noted that using data from technical repeats may suffer from pseudoreplication, a scenario that the repeats are not independently measured. This would increase type I error rate and reduce confidence intervals. Even though these issues may be tolerable for a first-pass screening, it is essential to use an appropriate number of independent larvae for critical observations to attain the desirable statistical power.
To further aid selection of sample size for replicated experiments, we plotted the relationship between effect size, length of time period used in analysis, and sample size in each experimental group (Fig 5, bottom row) . In this plot, the statistical power was set at 0.8. The results show that fewer samples are needed to gain statistical power of 0.8 as the length of time periods becomes shorter. For example, when the time period is as short as 2 seconds, it only requires 32, 41, 56 and 79 samples in each group given that the effect size equals to 0.8, 0.7, 0.6 and 0.5 respectively. The actual number of animals can be proportionally reduced with appropriate experimental replications. Thus, these power analyses suggest that a relatively small sample size could detect subtle differences between two vectors. As a result, Hotelling's T-squared test can be an effective tool to analyze similar time-series behavioural data.
MANOVA models
While the Hotelling's T-squared test provides a statistical measure of the difference between two samples, it does not yield a comprehensive insight into what factors drive those differences. As a complementary analysis, the impact of different experimental factors on activities was analyzed by multi-factor MANOVA models. MANOVA is a multivariate relative of the common ANOVA model, and has been widely used to compare multivariate response in multiple groups [27, 28] . Thus, it is particularly suitable for behaviour data like the VMR. Compared to which can be combined as indicated by our analyses. For example, one sixth of the samples can be used to attain the same theoretical power if an experiment is conducted with 2 biological repeats and 3 technical repeats, a typical VMR design that was used in this study. These sample numbers are shown in the parenthesis in the x-axis. (Bottom) The relationship between the length of time period and sample size under different effect size. In this simulation, the significance level and statistical power is fixed at 0.05 and 0.8 respectively, and the effect size is calculated as Δ = (μ (1) 2) ). Four sample effect sizes (0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8) were used in the simulation for time period ranges from 2 to 100. The results indicate that as the length of time period becomes shorter, fewer samples are needed to attain statistical significance. The sample size can be further proportionally reduced by proper experimental replications. (Table 7) . These factors include Location (well location within the 96-well plate), Biological Repeat, Strain, Stage (dpf), Technical Repeat (total = 3; See Fig 1) , Light Stimulus (On vs. Off; See Fig 1) , and the synergistic effect among factors of biological variations and factors of treatment effects (i.e. interaction). Some synergistic effects were excluded from the model because they were not deemed biologically meaningful. For example, the location effect should be invariant across different strains, stages, technical repeats and light stimuli. A similar assumption was imposed on the factor Biological Repeat. Thus, the interactions of these two factors with other factors were not included in the model. The data period of the model covers 30 s before light change to 30 s after light change. The results of this MANOVA model are shown in Table 7 .
The Stage factor had the largest effect size (0.4234; p < 0.0001). As the larvae were growing from 3 to 9 dpf, their locomotor behaviour would steadily mature and differ on different days (Fig 4) . This is confirmed by the significant differences in activity between different stages in Tables 5A and 6 (section 3.1.2.3). The Light_Stimulus factor had the second largest effect size (0.3772; p < 0.0001). This factor further distinguished the difference in light change from Off to On (Light-On stimulus), and On to Off (Light-Off stimulus) (Fig 1) . The significant effect size indicates that the Light-On and Light-Off stimuli contributed to the locomotor activity differently. The Stage:Light_Stimulus factor had a large and significant effect size (0.2452; p < 0.0001), indicating that differential response to light onset and offset was a function of stage. This is also illustrated in Fig 4 in which 3 -dpf larvae obviously did not display much VMR when compared with the later stages. The Location factor also had a large effect size (0.3316; p < 0.0001), suggesting that larvae behaved differently in different wells. Compared with these factors, the other factors had a much smaller effect size. For example, the Biological_Repeat and Technical_Repeat factors had a small effect size (0.0150 and 0.0173; p < 0.0001). Furthermore, the effect size was relatively small in the interaction factors with repeats. This is also indicated by the example activity plots as shown in Fig 4. Together, the model reveals that larval activity was substantially affected by four factors: Stage, Light Stimulus, their interaction, and Location. Among them, only the Stage factor is intrinsic to the animals; the other factors are extrinsic or are a combination of both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. 3.2.2. Effects of multiple factors on Light-On and Light-Off VMR. We are particularly interested in the factors that are related to light stimulus because they allow us to dissect the underlying visual function of the larvae. Hence, we separately analyzed the data for Light-On stimulus (Table 8) and Light-Off stimulus (Table 9 ). These models tested the effect size of the following factors: Location (well location within the 96-well plate), Biological Repeat, Strain, Stage (dpf), Technical Repeat (1 st -3 rd trials), and the synergistic effect of these factors (i.e.
interaction) on larval activity before and after light change. Through this arrangement, we were able to compare effect of these factors on larval activity upon light change.
The results from the Light-On model are summarized in Table 8 . First, the Stage factor had the largest effect on larval activity after light change (0.3806, p < 0.0001). However, this factor had a relatively small effect size before light change (0.0946, p < 0.0001). Together, these suggest that there were differences in larval activity towards light onset at different stages. The Location factor had the next largest effect size after light change (0.3184, p < 0.0001), which was not substantially higher than that before light change (0.2736, p < 0.0001). Two factors related to Strain had a large effect size after the light change including Strain (0.1070, p < 0.0001) and Strain:Stage (0.3042, p < 0.0001). Together, these observations indicate that there was an intrinsic difference between different WT strains on light response, and that the difference varied with stage. These outcomes were also corroborated by the difference between Statistical Analysis of Zebrafish Locomotor Response strains in the activity plots (Fig 2) . The Technical_Repeat factor had a significant impact on larval activity after light change, as the effect size of the factor was significant (0.0523, p < 0.0001). This indicates that the technical repeats did not give identical response. Intriguingly, the Biological_Repeat factor had a smaller effect size (0.0172, p < 0.0001) than the Technical Repeat factor, suggesting that the biological variation between the larvae of the same strain was smaller than the technical variation after light onset. It should be noted that the reverse trend was observed for the Biological_Repeat and Technical_Repeat factors before light change, in which the effect of the former factor was modestly larger than that of the latter (0.0122, p < 0.0001 vs. 0.0063, p < 0.0001). The remaining interaction factors including Strain: Technical_Repeat, Stage:Technical_Repeat, and Strain:Stage:Technical_Repeat all had modest or small effect sizes on larval activity, which were comparable before and after light change.
The results from the Light-Off model are summarized in Table 9 . First, similar to the LightOn model, the Stage factor had the largest effect on larval activity after light change (0.4821; p < 0.0001). However, this factor had a comparably large effect size before light change (0.3139; p < 0.0001). Thus, there was not only a stage difference in larval activity upon light offset, but also a stage difference in the light phase before the offset. This is supported by the difference in the baseline activity at the end of the preceding light phase (Fig 2, right; -29-0 s). The Location factor had the next largest effect size, which was fairly constant before (0.3194, p < 0.0001) and after (0.3335, p < 0.0001) light change. This observation suggests that there was a variation in larval activity between wells. The Strain and Strain:Stage factors had the next largest effect sizes (0.0543 & 0.1358, p < 0.0001 for both) after the light change. Thus, there was an intrinsic difference between different WT strains towards light offset, which also varied at different developmental stages (Figs 2 and 4) . The Biological_Repeat factor had a small effect (0.0197, p < 0.0001) after light change, suggesting that there was a difference between the Light-Off responses in independent samples. At the same time, the Technical_Repeat factor did not have a significant effect size (p = 0.14) after light change. It should be noted a reverse trend was observed for these factors before light change. For example, the effect sizes of the Biological_Repeat and Technical_Repeat factors were 0.0013 (p = 0.99) and 0.0229 (p < 0.001) respectively. These observations suggest that there was no difference in the response between biological repeats in the last 30 seconds of the preceding light phase, while there was a difference in the response between technical repeats in this period. The remaining interaction factors (Strain:Technical_Repeat and Stage:Technical_Repeat) had small effect sizes on larval activity, which were comparable before and after light change. Together, the models for Light-On and Light-Off VMR reveal that larval activity during light onset and offset was substantially affected by four factors: Stage, Location, Strain:Stage, and Strain. Except for the Location factor, all other factors are intrinsic property of the larvae.
3.2.3. Dynamic effects of each variable over time. While the general MANOVA models give an overview of the effect of different factors on larval activity during a time frame, the effect may vary in each time unit. To study this dynamical change, we used every dependent variable in the MANOVA models to perform a conventional ANOVA at each second from 30 s before light change to 30 s after light change. This analysis reveals the contribution of different variables to the activity over time (Fig 6) .
The results of the Light-On stimulus are shown in the top panel of Fig 6 . Before light onset, the effect size of each factor was fairly constant. The Stage factor had the largest effect size, which was followed by the Location and Strain:Stage factors. The remaining variables had effect sizes that were nearly zero. After the light onset, the effect sizes of several factors substantially increased. Most strikingly, the Strain:Stage factor contributed to nearly 10% the total variability of activity level in the first 3 s before tapered back down to its previous level at 15 s. The effect size of the Stage factor also increased very rapidly to 6.25% in the first 2 s. Then, it rapidly decreased almost back to the baseline level in the next 2 s, increased to 6.25% again at 5 s, stayed at 6.25%-7.4% for the next 6 s, and gradually returned to the baseline level at 20 s. The Strain factor showed a small increase for about 1% after light onset, which gradually decreased back to the baseline level by 30 s. Both Location and Stage:Technical_Repeat factors had a small 1% increase that lasted until 4 s before returning to the baseline level. The Technical_Re-peat factor had a small increase starting from 4 s, reaching a peak level at 1.25%, and returning back to the baseline level at 12.5 s. The Biological_Repeat, Strain:Technical_Repeat and Strain: Stage:Technical_Repeat factors remained fairly constant in their total contributions to the larval activity after the light onset.
The results of the Light-Off stimulus are shown in the bottom panel of Fig 6. The effect sizes of all variables were fairly constant before the light change, just like the situation in the LightOn stimulus. The Stage factor had the largest effect size, at approximately 7.5%. This was followed by the Location factor at approximately 2%-2.5%. The effect sizes of the remaining variables were all close to zero. During light offset, there was an abrupt increase in the effect size of Stage factor to 22.5% in the first 2 s, and an equally as quick return to the original level at 4 s. Then, there was a gradual increase to an elevated level of 10% at 8 s, which was sustained until 30 s. There was also a modest increase in the effect size of the Strain and Strain:Stage factors. The effect size of the Strain factor shared a similar temporal profile as the Stage factor. It peaked at approximately 2% at 2 s, returned to baseline at 4 s, and gradually increased to 1 percent at 6 s, which remained elevated until 30 s. For the Strain:Stage factor, its effect size also peaked at approximately 2.5% at 2 s. Then, it was sustained at around 2% until 30 s. For the remaining factors, there was not a change in their effect size after light offset. In particular, the effect size of the Location factor was still sustained at 2%-2.5%, while the effect sizes for other factors remained close to zero, as before the light change.
Discussion
The rich repertoire of zebrafish behaviour has been used in many screening studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] that have generated high-dimensional data. The high dimensionality of the data has created new analytical challenges. These challenges are often originated from the experimental setup, in which the zebrafish larvae are arranged in multi-well plates for simultaneous tracking upon external stimulation. This arrangement is not conducive to standard parametric analyses, including t-tests and ANOVA that are commonly used in the field. At the same time, there are inherent experimental and biological variations in this kind of behavioural data. In this investigation, we have addressed these statistical issues by analyzing the VMR data, a common type of behavioural data, utilizing the Hotelling's T-squared test. We have also evaluated various factors that may contribute to larval activity by MANOVA.
The Hotelling's T-squared test compares two time-series data. It confers several advantages in analyzing VMR data: First, it allows for the comparison of multiple time periods within and between treatment conditions (Tables 1-6 ). Second, the test is sensitive enough to detect a difference between conditions using a small number of larvae (Fig 5) , a number that is compatible with commonly-used experimental designs [4, 11] . Thus, the test can be readily applied to existing data and new studies that use the typical experimental setup. Third, the test gives a simple significant measure (p-value) for data interpretation. This alleviates the potential difficulty in interpreting complex statistical models. Together, these advantages make the Hotelling's Tsquared test a versatile tool for analyzing VMR data.
The versatility of the Hotelling's T-squared test was illustrated by several comparisons, using VMR data obtained from different WT strains (Tables 1-6 ). These comparisons have quantitatively confirmed the qualitative differences observed in the activity plots (Figs 2-4) . A few interpretations are summarized here: First, the VMR differed between different WT strains in the first 30 s of light change (Table 1A and Fig 2) . Second, the light change induced a significant surge in all WT VMR in the first 30 s (Table 2A and Fig 2) . Third, there was no difference between the technical repeats of both Light-On and Light-Off VMR in the first 30 s except for the 1 st technical repeat of Light-On VMR (Tables 3 and 4 , Fig 3) . This 1 st technical repeat was different from the other two because it was preceded by a longer 3.5-hr dark adaptation, while the other two repeats were preceded by a shorter 0.5-hr dark phase. In the case of Light-Off VMR, all technical repeats were preceded by a 0.5-hr light phase. Thus, these observations suggest that specific VMR response in a particular trial depends on the length of the preceding stimulus period. Furthermore, technical repeats in the same experiment would not lead to adaptation in larval VMR, provided they have the same preceding stimulus period. Even though the 1 st technical repeat of Light-On VMR was statistically different from the other two repeats, their separate analysis led to the same major conclusions as in the analyses using all three repeats (Compare Tables 1A, 2A and 5A with Tables 1C, 1D , 2B, 2C, 5B and 5C). This indicates that all these technical repeats are revealing the same biological differences. Fourth, our power analysis indicates that a small number of samples are needed for the test to attain statistical significance, and that this number is a function of the length of time period used in the analysis, effect size, and the number of experimental repeats (Fig 5) . This sample size is congruent with the 96-well plate format and compatible with the numbers commonly used in VMR studies. Fifth, the VMR of the same strain differed between different developmental stages (Tables 5 and 6 , Fig 4) . This implicates a developmental change in the neural circuitry for controlling locomotor activity and responding to abrupt light change. In fact, zebrafish photoreceptor matures from 3 to 9 dpf. The first detectable startle response appears at 3 dpf [29] , while the more complicated optokinetic response becomes robust at 5 dpf [30] . In addition, the development of extraocular photoreceptors during this period will also contribute to the locomotor response [19] . Thus, the older larvae should perceive light change better than the younger ones. In addition to these direct comparisons, it is also important to assess the impact of factors that would affect activity within a specific time frame. To this end, we developed a MANOVA model for the VMR data that span 30 s before light change to 30 s after light change (Table 7) . While all factors affected the activity, four of them were the major ones: Stage, Light Stimulus, their interaction and Location. The Stage and Light_Stimulus factors obviously changed the VMR, as shown by Hotelling's T-squared test above (Tables 5 and 6, Fig 4  for the Stage factor; Table 2A and Fig 2 for the Light_Stimulus factor). The effect of the Location factor indicates that the experimental setup might cause some variations. In our VMR machine, the 96-well plate was illuminated by an LED panel from below. Even though the panel had a diffuser, the plate might not receive even illumination. This theory was confirmed by measuring the luminance at nine locations on the panel. The brightest locations are in the center of the panel, while the dimmest locations are in the periphery. As a result, the larvae did not receive uniform illumination. To minimize the location impact, larvae should be at least arranged in the 96-well plate such that each experimental group is evenly exposed to areas of higher and lower light intensity. Alternatively, they can be arranged in a checker-box pattern [12] . Nonetheless, this arrangement may not be the most conducive to experiments that have multiple conditions that require constant medium changing. In addition to these major factors, the MANOVA model indicates that the biological and technical repeats had very small and yet significant effect sizes. Nonetheless, the magnitude of their effect size was much smaller than that of the other major factors. Therefore, it is plausible to combine biological replicates obtained on the same machine to increase statistical power. Whereas replicated data obtained from different machines should be first analyzed by a similar MANOVA before combining, or the potential machine effect should be explicitly modeled in the data analysis.
One limitation of the full MANOVA model is that it combines the Light-On and Light-Off stimuli. This combination provides critical insight into the major factors as described above. However, it cannot evaluate how light onset and offset would affect the resulting activity differently. To this end, we further built two MANOVA models for the Light-On and Light-Off stimuli (Tables 8 and 9 ). As in the full model, these models separately analyze the 30-s time period before and after light change.
In the model for Light-On stimulus (Table 8) , the Stage, Strain and their interaction factors accounted for a substantial portion of the activity after light change. This observation suggests that light change played an important role in driving the early Light-On VMR and that different strain and larvae at different stages responded to light onset differently. This validates the observations as reported in several recent behavioural studies on WT zebrafish [9, 16, 17] . The Location factor had a large effect on activity before light change during the preceding dark phase. Nonetheless, the Location factor had a constant effect before and after light change. Thus, the variation conferred by the Location factor would not affect the correct interpretation of the effect of light change on activity. The effect size of Biological_Repeat factor was the smallest of all tested factors. This supports the interpretation of the full MANOVA model that biological replicates may be combined. The Technical_Repeat factor did not significantly contribute to the activity before the light change. This time period was the last 30 s of the preceding dark stimulus that was at least 30-min long (Fig 1) . Thus, the larvae could have acclimatized to the environment just before the light change, regardless of the technical repeats. After light change, the effect size of Technical Repeat factor had a modest increase in magnitude and became significant. This confirms the corresponding analysis by the Hotelling's T-squared test (Table 3) , in which the first technical repeat of the Light-On VMR was different from the other two technical repeats. At the same time, the interaction terms involving the Technical Repeat factor had a similarly small effect size before and after light change. This indicates that the impact of the interaction terms on activity was not related to the light change.
The model for Light-Off stimulus provides some similar and different insights into the effects of various factors on larval activity (Table 9 ). For example, the Stage, Strain and their interaction factor accounted for a substantial part of the activity after light offset. This again implicates that the light change played an important role in the resulting activity, and that different strains responded to the light offset differently. The effect size of the Location factor was also large in this model. The magnitude of the effect was comparable before and after light change. Thus, this observation confirms the interpretation from the light-ON model, in which there was a variation in larval activity between different wells. Nonetheless, this variation was not related to the strain difference or light change. The effect of the Technical_Repeat factor was not significant after light offset, suggesting that the technical repeats per se were highly consistent and that the Light-Off VMR did not show adaptation over multiple repeats. This is likely due to all the technical repeats were preceded by the light phase with same length (30 min; Fig 1) . This interpretation is consistent with the observation made the by Hotelling's Tsquared test, in which all technical repeats for Light-Off VMR were not different from each other (Table 4) .
These MANOVA models analyzed the effect of a number of factors immediately before and after the light change. However, the effect was not constant during the course of experiment, as shown by our analysis of the dynamic effect of the variables (Fig 6) . The most striking result is that the early Light-On VMR (the first 30 s) was heavily affected by the Stage and Strain:Stage factors, while the early Light-Off VMR was heavily affected by the Stage factor. The effect of the other factors was relatively constant throughout the time period, except for a nominal effect by the Strain factor during Light-On VMR, and Strain:Stage factor on the Light-Off VMR. Thus, the Light-On and Light-Off VMR are driven by intrinsic biological differences, including stage and strain, and are not substantially affected by the random and systematic variations. These properties make the VMR assay, particularly the Light-On response, potentially ideal for studies that rely on rapid responses to study visual behaviours or screen eye drugs [5, 11, 14] . The Light-Off response, however, should be used with caution now. When it is implemented in the way outlined in this study, it can reveal a substantial eye-level contribution, as an eyeless mutant displayed very minimal response under this particular setting up to approximately 30 s after light offset [5] . However, when the activity was summarized in minutes instead of seconds, the same eyeless mutant displayed substantial locomotor behaviour [19] . Thus, these studies indicate that both extraocular photoreceptors and regular photoreceptors contribute to the locomotor response during light offset. To effectively measure eye-level contribution for Light-Off response, we recommend using the settings we outlined in this study, restricting the analysis to data within the first 30 s, or even just the first 2 s to detect the eye-driven Obend movement [26] , and following up interesting observations with other complementary experiments.
In short, this study has developed a statistical framework that applies several established statistical tools for time-series locomotor analysis in zebrafish: a Hotelling's T-squared test for two time-series comparison, and a MANOVA model for assessing factors that may affect the locomotor activity. These tests are compatible with the commonly-used experimental design and sample numbers. While the evaluation of the tests was conducted with a VMR dataset, these tests should be applicable to any time-series locomotor analysis with similar data structure. Our analysis has also unveiled a potential effect of the location of larvae in the plate on the resulting larval activity. The effect seems to be constant across the experimental time, and should not affect the interpretation of results obtained from our analysis framework. Nonetheless, future analysis should include of the location effect in the Hotelling's T-squared test. For example, this can be achieved by scaling the activity levels of zebrafish by their location effect before performing the Hotelling's T-squared test. We will also explore non-parametric analyses for time-series locomotor data with data structure that may not be fully compatible with the framework established in this study. As of now, the establishment of these parametric analyses will immediately facilitate efficient data analysis in high-throughput behavioural studies, studies that would lead to new insights into neurobiology, pharmacology and toxicology.
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